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Summary 

In this paper, the methodology of establishing two-carrier planetary gear trains (PGT) 
equipped with a speed-changing system which contains breaks and clutches is considered. 
The reactive shaft is changed by means of breaks whereas the input and output shaft of the 
gear train are changed by clutches. Compound multi-speed planetary gear trains are obtained 
by a combination of two-carrier two-speed planetary gear trains controlled by only two 
breaks. The coding system of the two-speed planetary gear trains, which defines the 
connection between shafts of planetary gear sets and the shaft layout equipped with breaks, a 
driving and an operating machine is shown. It is established which variants of two-speed 
planetary gear trains are possible to combine by means of corresponding clutches in order to 
get two-variant or three-variant PGT. The methodology of choosing two-carrier PGT which 
are created by a combination of two or three two-speed variants within the frame of the same 
scheme is described as well as the example of finding an optimal three-speed PGT by means 
of the developed computer program 6-brz is shown. 
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1. Introduction 

Gearboxes in machines are frequently of a planetary design [1]. Mechanisms with 
varied change capabilities are created by connecting a few planetary gear sets in a whole with 
breaks and clutches on specific planetary gear set shafts. There are a number of scientific 
papers regarding shifting planetary gear trains (PGTs) of various structural schemes, equipped 
with several brakes and couplings that are activated in order to change speed. Some of these 
papers are [1-14]. There are also some patents that consist of different solutions of shifting 
PGTs [15-17]. These papers provide analyses of kinematic, geometric, energetic and struc-
tural characteristics of shifting PGTs. In papers [3, 8, 11, 18], a practical engineering method 
for determining the transmission ratios of the compound PGTs is presented. In paper [9], two- 
carrier PGTs with three external shafts that allow single-speed drives are systematically 
analyzed and the methodology and software system for the selection of the optimal PGT are 
presented. The available literature lacks the methodology and the software system for the 
selection of the optimal variant for multi-speed multi-carrier PGTs, although some companies 
have probably developed or are developing such programs. The aim of this paper is to present 
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the methodology for the optimal selection of two-carrier shifting PGTs with two coupled and 
four external shafts stocked with brakes and clutches. For this purpose, a software system 
6-brz, which allows the selection of the optimal variant of the aforementioned multi-speed 
PGT, is developed. The software system will be described in this paper.  

The considered mechanisms having an appropriate control system can realize up to 
seven speeds by connecting two planetary gear sets. It is very important to systematically 
research into the kinematic change capability of such PGTs and to compose their synthesis 
methodology and optimal selection methodology. 

The basic element of shifting PGTs which are investigated in this paper is the planetary 
gear set 2k-h variant A [2]. Such planetary gear set is conveniently presented by the Wolf-
Arnaudov symbol [5, 11, 18, 19]. Therefore, each shaft is marked in a different way. The sun 
gear shaft is marked with one thin line, the crown gear shaft is marked with one thick line and 
the carrier shaft is marked with two parallel thin lines. Planetary gear set shafts are loaded 
with torques whose ratios are shown in Fig. 1. Shaft torques 3T  and ST  are given as functions 

of the ideal torque ratio t and the sun-gear shaft torque 1T .  

 

Fig. 1  The most often used single-carrier planetary gear train and its torques [3] 

2. Two-speed planetary gear train 

Characteristic variants of two-carrier PGT (made up of two planetary set 2k-h variant 
A) with two coupled and four external shafts and breaks placed on two external shafts are 
analyzed in detail in [11]. Driving and operating machines are connected on the remaining 
two shafts. By alternating the activation of breaks, reactive shafts are changed and, by this, 
the energetic flow through PGT which, as a consequence, leads to a change in the 
transmission ratio. The analysis has shown that such PGT can give different combinations of 
two transmission ratios; therefore, they can be applied in industry for the realization of 
different two-speed drives (two-speed transport machines, tool machines, ships, etc.). 

Twelve possible ways of connecting planetary gear sets (structural schemes) by a two-
carrier PGT with two coupled and four external shafts are presented in Fig. 2. Markings are in 
accordance with those in [11]. Possible variants of break layouts (Br1 and Br2) and driving 
and operating machines on the external shafts are shown in Fig. 3 (layout variants). Any of 
these layout variants can be applied to every scheme shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, it is possible 
to get 144 variants of PGT. Some of these variants are identical so the number of different 
variants is reduced to 120. Each of these 120 variants has specific changeable capabilities, 
that is, each can realize a different set of transmission ratio combinations.  
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Fig. 2  Systematization of all schemes of the two-carrier PGT with two coupled and four external shafts 

 

A – input shaft ; B – output shaft ; Br1, Br2 – brakes ; V1…V12 – layout variants 

Fig. 3  Systematization of all layout variants of the two-carrier PGT with two coupled and four external shafts 
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Structural analyses of the PGT according to the structural scheme S12 and layout 
variant V2 (S12V2) are presented in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a the operation of this PGT is 
symbolically shown with activated break Br1 (S12V2Br1) and in Fig. 4b with activated break 
Br2 (S12V2Br2). The ideal torques on the shafts are determined and from them transmission 
ratios Br1i  and Br2i  as functions of ideal torque ratios of planetary gear sets It  and IIt . 

 

Fig. 4  Determination of the transmission ratios for PGT S12V2  
with the activated breaks Br1 (a) and Br2 (b) 

Based on the functions Br1i  and Br2i  of transmission ratio it can be concluded that in the 

speed Br1 (activated break Br1), the PGT operates as a reducer with the opposite rotational 
direction of the output and input shafts. While operating in speed Br2 (activated break Br2) 
the PGT operates as a reducer with the same rotational direction of the output and input 
shafts. The kinematic scheme of this PGT is presented in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5  Kinematic scheme of PGT S12V2 

Structural analysis of PGT S12V12 is shown in Fig. 6. The operating mode of the PGT 
with activated break Br1 (S12V12Br1) is symbolically shown in Fig. 6a, and with activated 
break Br2 (S12V12Br2) in Fig. 6b.  
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Fig. 6  Determination of transmission ratios of PGT S12V12 with activated breaks Br1 (a) and Br2 (b) 

Based on the transmission ratio function it can be concluded that in the speed Br1, the 
PGT operates as a multiplier with the same rotational direction of the output and input shafts. 
It can also be concluded that in the speed Br2 the PGT operates as a reducer, also with the 
same rotational direction of the output and input shafts. The kinematic scheme of this PGT is 
shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7  Kinematic scheme of PGT S12V12 

For all 12 layout variants (V1…V12), for all 12 schemes (S11…S56) transmission ratio 
functions are carried out as well as the operating regime (reduction, multiplication, rotational 
direction of output in relation to input shaft). These functions are integrated into an algorithm 
of the computer program 6-brz which enables the synthesis of shifting PGTs with one, two, or 
even three layout variants within the same structural scheme. Kinematic schemes of all 120 
PGT variants are created and thus the starting of their design (procedure) is made possible 
[11]. 

3. Multi-variant planetary gear trains 

If a two-carrier PGT is designed with a control system which enables the shift of input 
or output shaft through the change of the reactive shaft, the number of possible speeds is 
increased. The shift of input shaft or output shaft means the change of layout variant within 
the same scheme. Since it is possible to combine two two-speed variants (two-variant two-
carrier PGT) or three two-speed variants (three-variant two-carrier PGT) by using the 
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clutches, the highest number of possible speeds is four or six (without including the speed at 
which only the clutches are activated so that the transmission ratio is equal to 1).  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 8  Structural scheme (a) and kinematic scheme (b) of two-variant PGT S12V2/V12 

The two-variant PGT S12V2/V12 created by a combination of variants as shown in Figs 
4 and 6, as well as in Figs 5 and 7, is shown in Fig. 8.  

By a combination of control devices this PGT can realize 5 speeds which are given in 
Tab. 1 together with their corresponding transmission ratio functions. 

Table 1  Possible speeds with corresponding activated control devices and transmission ratio functions 

speed activated control devices transmission ratio functions ki  

1 C1-Br2 It  

2 C1-Br3 
I

II

1
1

t

t


  

3 C2-Br1 
I

I1

t

t
 

4 C2-Br3 
II

II

1 t

t


 

5 C1-C2 1 
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The analysis of Fig. 3 leads to the conclusion that it is not possible to mutually combine 
all layout variants within the frame of the same scheme. The only variants that can be 
combined are those which have a common input shaft or output shaft. That common shaft is 
always connected to the driving or operating machine. All the possible combinations of two 
layout variants are given in Tab. 2. There are 24 of them all together. By different 
combinations of layout variants from the same row, the position of the driving and the 
operating machine is changed. The combinations of layout variants in which both variants 
have a common output shaft are shown in the first column of the table, while the 
combinations in which both variants have a common input shaft are given in the second 
column. 

Table 2  Theoretically realizable combinations of two different layout variants within the same scheme 

combination of layout variants 
with a common output shaft 

combination of layout variants 
with a common input shaft 

V1, V2 V7, V8 

V1, V3 V7, V9 

V7, V10 V1, V4 

V7, V11 V1, V5 

V2, V3 V8, V9 

V8, V10 V2, V4 

V8, V12 V2, V6 

V9, V11 V3, V5 

V9, V12 V3, V6 

V10, V11 V4, V5 

V4, V6 V10, V12 

V5, V12 V6, V11 

The analysis of Fig. 3 confirms that there are eight possible combinations of three 
layout variants (Tab. 3). No other combinations are possible because the variants within them 
do not have a common input or output shaft. The first column of the table shows the 
combinations in which all three layout variants have a common output shaft, and the second 
column shows the combinations in which all three layout variants have a common input shaft. 
In different combinations of layout variants from the same rows, the position of the driving 
and the operating machine is changed. 

Table 3  Theoretically realizable combinations of three different layout variants within the same scheme 

combination of layout variants 
with a common output shaft 

combination of layout variants 
with a common input shaft 

V1, V2, V3 V7, V8, V9 

V7, V10, V11 V1, V4, V5 

V4, V6, V8 V2, V10, V12 

V5, V9, V12 V3, V6, V11 
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4. The methodology of synthesis of multi-variant planetary gear trains 

The kinematic synthesis of multi-variant PGT is based on the knowledge of 
transmission ratio functions of two-speed PGT.  

The graphical representation of transmission ratio functions of one two-variant PGT 
which can realize up to four transmission ratios is given in Fig. 9a. 

The intervals of the required transmission ratios 1I , 2I , 3I , 4I  for which k1 1Ii  , 

k2 2Ii  , k3 3Ii  , k4 4Ii  , are shown on the z-axis in Fig. 9b. 

 
Fig. 9 Search of the domain with the aim of finding the combinations of variants which enable the 

realization of required transmission ratios 

The developed computer program 6-brz in the frame of each multi-variant PGT for each 
possible combination of ideal torque ratios determines the values of transmission ratio 
functions and checks whether   these values are found in the required intervals 1I , 2I , 3I , and 

4I  (Fig. 9b). 

If there are combinations of ideal torque ratio, in which the values of transmission ratio 
are found in the required intervals, then the program separates them as solutions. 

After finding the solutions, the program compares them according to relevant criteria 
(minimal radial dimensions of planetary gear sets, maximal equivalent efficiency, etc.) [20-
23].  

In order to design an appropriate PGT, the 6-brz software system is developed. The 
software system is written in Visual Fortran Professional Edition 6.6.0. The program allows 
the determination of the structure and the basic geometric, kinematic and energy parameters 
of multi-variant PGTs (from two-speed up to seven-speed). Deducted expressions for the 
transmission ratios, efficiency and crown-gears pitch diameter of all 12 structural schemes for 
all 12 layout variants are integrated into the program. The basic input data for the program 
are: the required number of speeds, intervals of the given transmission ratios, share of 
operating time at different speeds, the maximum torque of the input shaft, the rotational speed 
of the input shaft, the number of teeth  of sun-gears, intervals of ideal torque ratio of planetary 
sets, data of the material, etc. 
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After data are fed into the input file, the program 6-brz determines the values of 
transmission ratio functions for each speed at every scheme, as well as for every possible 
combination of layout variants (Fig 2, Fig 3), and for all combinations of ideal torque ( It , IIt ). 

The ideal torque ratio of planetary gear trains with three satellites is limited by the design and 
varies in the range from at least 2 up to 12. The program checks which of the schemes and 
combinations of layout variants has the required combination of transmission ratios. If there is 
such a combination, the program returns: the PGT label, the label of the layout variant and 
brakes for a certain speed, the ordered pair of ideal torque ratios that corresponds to the 
required combination of transmission ratios, an equivalent efficiency, the teeth numbers of the 
crown-gears, modules, and crown-gear pitch diameters. The results are recorded in the output 
file and can be displayed in tables in a suitable program such as the Origin 7.5. Several 
solutions can be ranked according to the relevant criteria of PGT quality (minimum overall 
radial dimension, the maximum efficiency, etc.). Such criteria are given in [20-23]. 

For the purpose of showing the computer program operation, the procedure of getting 
the solutions of three-speed PGT is shown. Some of the input data are required:  

 transmission ratio intervals k12.4 2.6i   ; k21.35 1.45i  ; k32.7 2.6i    ;  

 number of teeth of sun gears of the first and second planetary gear sets 

1Iz = 1IIz =18;  

 torque on the input shaft of PGT  A 50 NmT  . 

After the input data have been entered and the program system 6-brz has been started, 
three conceptions of PGT are found, each of which has two solutions within the required 
intervals (Tab. 4).  

With the acquired data of the ideal torque ratio It  and IIt , transmission ratios k1i , k2i  

and k3i , the number of sun gears 3Iz  and 3IIz , and the pitch diameter of the ring gears 3Id  and 

3IId , the computer program system determined the variant and breaks with which each 

transmission ratio is achieved. The PGT S36V3/V6 ( It =2.5 and IIt = 2.6667) is the optimal 

solution according to the criterion of minimal radial dimensions of planetary gear sets.  

Table 4  Solutions which comply with the given requirements 

Mark of 
PGT It  IIt  k1i  k2i  k3i  3Iz  3IIz  3Id /mm 3IId /mm 

S12V6/V11 

2.3333 2.6667 
2.571 

(V11Br2) 

1.428 

(V6Br1) 

-2.666 

(V11Br1) 
42 48 94.5 96 

2.5 2.6667 
2.466 

(V11Br2) 

1.4 

(V6Br1) 

-2.666 

(V11Br1) 
45 48 101.25 96 

S12V2/V12 

2.6667 2.3333 
2.571 

(V2Br2) 

1.428 

(V12Br2) 

-2.666 

(V2Br1) 
48 42 96 94.5 

2.6667 2.5 
2.466 

(V2Br2) 

1.4 

(V12Br2) 

-2.666 

(V2Br1) 
48 45 96 101.25 

S36V3/V6 

2.3333 2.6667 
2.571 

(V3Br2) 

1.428 

(V3Br1) 

-2.666 

(V6Br2) 
42 48 63 96 

2.5 2.6667 
2.466 

(V3Br2) 

1.4 

(V3Br1) 

-2.666 

(V6Br2) 
45 48 61.87 96 

The optimal solution of PGT with the basic parameters is given in the gray shaded row 
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The structural scheme is determined on the basis of markings of optimal PGT obtained 
by the computer according to Figs 2 and 3 (Fig. 10a). On the basis of the structural scheme, 
the kinematic scheme is determined (Fig. 10b). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 10  Structural scheme (a) and kinematic scheme (b) of two-variant PGT S36V3/V6 

Therefore, after the solution is determined by means of the presented methodology, it is 
necessary to symbolically show the structure of PGT. Then, it should be determined whether 
it is possible to form the kinematic scheme using the symbolically shown structure. It has 
been established that it is not always possible to physically connect the shaft of PGT as it is 
shown in the symbolical representation. In [11, 12, 13, 14, 22], some examples of kinematic 
schemes exist, and they can be useful in creating other schemes. 

5. Conclusion 

All possible structural schemes of a two-carrier PGT with two coupled and four external 
shafts are shown as well as layout variants of breaks and driving and operating machines on 
the PGT external shafts. By the analysis of structural schemes and layout variants, it is 
established that there are 120 different variants of the two-speed PGT. It is determined which 
two-speed variants can be theoretically combined in order to design two-variant and three-
variant PGT. The method to design one two-variant PGT from two two-speed PGTs by using 
the clutches is presented. The computer program 6-brz which enables the determination of 
optimal variant multi-speed PGT by means of demonstrated methodology is developed. The 
example of selection of one three-speed PGT by the computer program 6-brz is given and its 
structural and kinematic schemes are made. The shown methodology and computer program 
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6-brz enable quick determination of structure and base parameters of shifting PGT which can 
hypothetically satisfy transmission requirements. 
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